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CPAsites is owned and managed by CPAs and accountants who have over 50 years combined experience in public accounting and another 14 years

experience producing websites for accounting firms.  With CPAsites, you get professionals who understand how you want to present your firm to

potential clients and potential employees because we have the same concerns. 

CPAs will be writing your newsletter articles with a focus on your small business type
clients.  Tax acts and breaking tax and �nancial news will be on your site quickly –
often within hours.  We know what other accounting �rms around the country are
doing in regard to internet issues and we are always available to answer your
questions, give you advice and act as your partner. 

Professionalism

We decided many years ago not to follow the trend of offering quick template
websites to our clients.  As a result, we don’t have the “thousands” of clients that our
competitors boast of, but that also means you won’t have 40 competitors in your
area with the exact same website and content.  Remaining small and manageable
also means that our management can and does take a personal interest in our clients
as you can see from our client successes. 

Hello. It looks like you’re using an ad blocker that may prevent our website from
working properly. To receive the best experience possible, please make sure any blockers
are switched off and refresh the page.

If you have any questions or need help you can email us

http://www.cpasites.com/success.htm
mailto:info@cpapracticeadvisor.com
https://www.cpapracticeadvisor.com/


We also made a decision years ago to avoid the industry practice of advertising our
services on our clients’ websites (This site produced by —).  We have competitors
who still do this but we consider it unprofessional and you will never see our name
anywhere on your site. Building a highly professional site from scratch does take
longer but “owning” a custom website gives your �rm distinction when so many of
your competitors are “renting” obvious template sites.

Stability

CPAsites was founded in 1997.  We are the original CPA website �rm and we
pioneered the ideas for building interactive websites for accountants that our
competitors now use.  We have seen many competitors come and go over the years
but we have never had an unpro�table year so you can rest assured that a year from
now or ten years from now, we will still be here.

Integrity

As CPAs providing services to other CPAs, we take pride in how we do business.  In
addition to seeing competitors come and go, we have also seen some very aggressive
selling techniques such as hosting fake and misleading “independent” review sites
demonstrating why they’re the best and even claiming that they are the number one
choice of the phony American “Society” of Certi�ed Public Accountants (complete
with a fake logo for the fake organization).    

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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